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As cities experience a resurgence of population back into urban 
centers, car ownership rises, and fiscal pressures further restrict 
government budgets, the transformation to “smart cities” is not only 
desirable; it is imperative.

IPS is partnering with innovative cities around the globe to make 
smart cities a reality – smart parking meters featuring enhanced 
payment options, real time wireless communications and intuitive 
user interface; sensors which can detect the presence of a vehicle, 
alerting drivers to available parking, thereby reducing congestion and 
carbon emissions; and state-of-the-art web based data analytics 
which empower cities to make data-driven decisions.

As cities continue to evolve, we pledge to drive the industry forward 
with products and services that push the envelope and redefine the 
paradigm, towards our goal of smarter parking for smart cities.

Dave King

Smarter Parking for Smart Cities.

Founder and CEO, IPS Group, Inc.
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History of IPS

IPS Group, Inc. 
South Africa 
established as 
one of the first 
manufacturers of 
card and coin 
multi-space 
parking pay 
stations

IPS payphone 
solutions and 
telephone 
management 
systems are 
deployed all 
over the world

Parking enforcement 
equipment, citations 
processing, and traffic 
services provided to 
municipalities

IPS Group, Inc. 
USA Incorporated 
in Pennsylvania

Winner of Deloitte 
Fast 50 Award

IPS invents world’s 
first credit card 
enabled single-
space parking 
meter

1994

1998

1999

2000

2002

2005
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First credit card 
enabled, solar powered 
‘smart’ single-space 
parking meter installed

TechAmerica 
“Green Technology” 
Award

Wireless vehicle 
detection sensors 
developed

Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
donation meter 
program unveiled

US Conference of 
Mayors Award for 
public/private 
partnership

Vic Kops 
Humanitarian Award 

Connected World 
Award

Revolution Pay 
Station Retrofit 
Kits and MS1 
Multi-Space 
Meters make 
their debut

2007

2009

2011

2012

2013
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Smart Parking Technologies
While IPS is best known as the inventor of the ‘smart’ single-space 
parking meter, the company’s portfolio has grown to include 
multi-space pay stations, pay station retrofit kits, vehicle detection 
sensors and smart collection systems – which are designed to work 
in parallel with one another and communicate wirelessly to one 
synonymous Data Management System. While each technology 
offers unique benefits; enhanced payment options, unparalleled 
power efficiency, and a comprehensive web-based management 
system are standard among all IPS products.   

• Embedded wireless technology ensures reliability

• Flexible backend system promotes third party integration

• Ultra low power management improves power efficiency

• Intuitive user interface enhances customer convenience

• Modularly designed parts easily replaced and repaired

• Smart parking solutions support efficient enforcement

Key Features

T E C H N O L O G Y

TM
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Single-Space Parking Meter
The Proven™ IPS M5™ universal parking meter mechanism retrofits 
current on-street single-space meter housings, while incorporating 
additional payment options (credit/debit card, coins, tokens, smart 
card, pay-by-cell, and optional contactless payment), access to 
real-time parking meter data, solar-power technology, and a 
comprehensive web-based meter management system.  

Solar Powered Wireless Ultra Low Power

Model M5 147 shown

• Large programmable LCD display which can support graphics 
   and text in any language

• Retrofit installation takes less than 15 seconds and requires
   zero modifications to existing housing

• Solar technology reduces frequency of battery replacement

• Tri-colored LED lights provide status indicators for guided 
   enforcement and maintenance

• Mechanical keypad for intuitive payment navigation

• Certified on GSM and CDMA networks

• Level 1 PCI-DSS and PA-DSS Certified

Features

Integration Ready

RFID

RFID Technology

TM
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• Enhances customer convenience

• Maximizes existing infrastructure 

• Cost effective 
• Power efficient

• Future-proof – seamless integration 
   with future technologies

• Wirelessly notifies staff of meter faults
   via text message, email or both

• Remote programming via web-based
   management system

Large graphic displaySolar technology Tri-colored LED lights Mechanical keypad

M5 147

M5 795

M5 132

Upgrades: Models 80, 95; MKH 2500, 3500, 4500

Upgrades: Models 60, 70, 76, 90; MKH 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000

Upgrades: APM-E, APM-2X

Key Benefits
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MS1 Pay-by-Plate Model  shown

MS1 Multi-Space Pay Station
The IPS MS1 Pay Station incorporates the unique features of the 
Proven™ IPS single-space platform, including enhanced payment 
options, modular design for ease of servicing, intelligent web-
based management system, and unparalleled power efficiency – 
while offering unique features designed with both the motorist 
and technician in mind.

Available in Pay-and-Display, Pay-by-Space, and Pay-by-Plate 
models. BNA optional. 

6th Generation Design

Solar Powered Wireless Ultra Low Power Integration Ready

RFID

RFID Technology
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• Powder coated stainless steel cabinet with armored display glass

• Intellitouch™ enabled (ability to process a transaction in any order)

• High security 6 point locking lower housing with anti-drill locks

• Blue LED lighting provides illumination for users and technicians

• Configurable buttons to allow for multiple languages or pay for maximum time

• Capable of processing mixed payment transactions

• Modularly designed components for ease-of-service in the field

• Wirelessly communicates in real-time to IPS Data Management System  

• Upgrades to alternate model with the change of keypad

Standard Key Features

1 2 3

4 5 6

2. Large display screen

1. Solar panel

3. Intuitive keypad

4. Card reader

5. LED lighting

6. Proximity sensors
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Revolution Retrofit Kits
The IPS Revolution Retrofit Kits are designed to retrofit existing pay stations, 
thereby maximizing current investment and infrastructure while upgrading to 
the latest parking meter technology. The kit replaces outdated components of 
the old pay station with new IPS technology and features. Designed with the 
service technician in mind, the modular components can be easily removed, 
serviced and replaced with no more than a screwdriver. IPS has replaced all the 
electrical wiring harnesses and traditional complexities inside the cabinet box 
with ultra-reliable electronic components housed on a single PCBA (printed 
circuit board). Cities benefit from lower equipment upgrade costs, ease of 
maintenance and reduced overall cost of ownership.

TM
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• Parkeon Strada

• Parkeon Stelio

• Parkeon DG

• Digital Payment Technologies Luke I

• Ventek 400

• Others (coming soon)

Multiple kits currently available 
for the following models:

Revolution DG Model shown

IPS, IPS GROUP, and other IPS-owned marks are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of IPS Group Inc.  All third-party company names, product names, trademarks are 
owned by their respective owners, and are used for reference purposes only.  IPS Group disclaims any affiliation with or endorsement by any of the companies referenced above.
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Revolution ST
Retrofits: Parkeon Stelio

Revolution SR
Retrofits: Parkeon Strada

Revolution SM
Retrofits: Siemens Prisma

Revolution CL
Retrofits: Cale MPC 104

Models

Key Features

Pay stations retain existing 
cabinet,  locks, and collections 
while replacing upper cabinet 
parts and user interfacing door

Accepts payment by 
credit/debit card, coins, tokens, 
smart card, pay-by-cell, and 
optional bank notes 

Large LCD screen displays 
messages in graphical and 
alphanumeric text

Wirelessly networked to the IPS 
Data Management System 
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Revolution DL1
Retrofits: Digital Payment Technologies Luke I

Revolution V
Retrofits: Ventek 400

Built-in integration with pay-by-cell 
and IPS product suite

Supports demand-based 
pricing and real-time parking 
occupancy systems

Available in Solar or AC powerPA-DSS and Level 1 PCI-DSS 
certified 

IPS, IPS GROUP, and other IPS-owned marks are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of IPS Group Inc.  All third-party company names, product names, trademarks are 
owned by their respective owners, and are used for reference purposes only.  IPS Group disclaims any affiliation with or endorsement by any of the companies referenced above.

Bank Note Acceptor option available =Most kits available in Pay and Display, Pay-by-Space, and Pay-by-Plate models. 

Revolution DG
Retrofits: Parkeon DG
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Smart Cash
Collection

Vehicle Detection
Sensors

Data Management

Credit Card
Processing

Seamless
Integration

Mobile Payment

Visual Analytics

Citations Processing

Enforcement

Parking Guidance

Mobile Applications

Future Technologies

IPS Technology
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Product Portfolio
In addition to parking meters and pay stations, IPS offers customers 
a unique set of complementary products and tools designed to help 
customers work smarter, not harder.   Included are multiple types of 
vehicle detection sensors, smart cash collection products, and 
integration with third party applications such as pay-by-cell and 
enforcement handhelds. 

T E C H N O L O G Y

TM

Powered by

Future-proof
The IPS product suite is designed to expect the unexpected when it 
comes to new, innovative technologies coming to market and future 
regulations set forth by both commercial and government entities, 
which gives our customers confidence that their investment will 
continue to EVOLVE for years to come.    

TM
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• Infrared• In-ground • Ultra-sonic

Available Models:

Vehicle Detection Sensors
Data drives decisions.  This idea compelled IPS to expand the product portfolio 
to include vehicle detection sensors, which are paired with IPS meters in order to 
provide our customers with the most reliable, dynamic solution for marked 
spaces available in the market today.  IPS sensors not only enable cities to gather 
valuable occupancy data – they provide them the tools necessary to implement 
demand based pricing, enforce policies such as length of stay and can eliminate 
meter piggybacking. Sensors promote optimized enforcement by pushing 
real-time occupancy and payment data to officers through handhelds or mobile 
devices as alerts or maps. 
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• Multi-Space Pay Stations

• Single-Space Parking Meters

Available for:

Smart Cash Collection
Cash collections accountability and accurate revenue tracking are among the 
most important elements of any parking program.  As such, IPS has 
improved on traditional parking meter and pay station cash collection 
designs by adding sensing technology to track and audit collections for dual 
accountability, timestamp events, and identifying collections personnel.  The 
Smart Cash Collection System is wirelessly paired with the IPS meter, which 
transmits collections information to the web-based Data Management 
System and is available in real-time. 
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• Ability to filter and customize reports

• Customizable dashboards

• Exporting capabilities in multiple formats

* Available 24/7/365 on any web enabled device

• Mapping features

• Visual analytics tool

• Configurations builder

Key features:

Data Management System
The IPS Data Management System (DMS) is a web based state-of-the-art 
management system tool that provides comprehensive reporting capabilities for 
our customers. We have taken the feedback of our clients and enhanced the 
DMS in order to meet the evolving needs of various stakeholder and user groups. 
To that end, the IPS DMS incorporates a variety of dynamic filtering and sorting 
capabilities to allow users the ability to manipulate any standardized reports for 
specific purposes, including functionality that acts in a very similar fashion to MS 
Excel® Pivot tables, allowing the user to drag and drop column header informa-
tion into a custom, user preference format.  This option provides maximum ease 
of use and flexibility for all users.  
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• CSV• XLS • PDF • RFT

Exporting available in :

Report Examples:

Monthly statistics
Coin collection detail
Credit card settlement
Transaction summary
Range summary
Pole (meter) transaction detail
Current coin revenue
Maintenance activity detail
Paid and measured occupancy summary
Sensor reset increased revenue

DMS Reporting
The IPS Data Management System provides customers with a comprehensive set of 
financial and technical reports, and administrative management tools which make this 
system both intuitive and powerful.  Reports enable customers to review maintenance, 
revenue, or collections of a single meter, area, zone, or the entire park.  Filtering features 
allow users to drag and drop any header to any location or remove it from the report, 
giving administrators the flexibility needed to generate relevant reports without exporting.  
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• Collections

• Alerts • Enforcement• Forecasting

• Inventory

• Occupancy

• Revenue

Analytics include:

DMS Visual Analytics
Embedded within our advanced DMS, IPS has developed a Visual Analytics tool which 
allows users identify patterns and analyze data.
 
Visual Analytics provide customers a visual representation of massive amounts of data to 
gain insight into the data, patterns and trends. Our analytics platform provides the flexibility 
to customize views in order to highlight specific data required for reporting or presenta-
tions, allowing customers to focus on interpreting data patterns rather than spending time 
producing graphs and charts. This added DMS feature is accessible on any web-enabled 
device, including mobile phones and tablets. 





IPS Group, Inc.
5601 Oberlin Drive
Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92121 U.S.A

+1 858 404 0607

ipsgroupinc.com

@IPSsmartmeter /ipsgroupinc
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